
ARMCHAIR POUF LARGE 2 SEATER MAX 

121 x 99 x H67cm 90 x 90 x H40cm 211 x 99 x H67cm 

POUF 2 SEATER 2 SEATER MAX LARGE 

60 x 90 x H40cm 181 x 99 x H67cm 241 x 99 x H67cm

888 - RIGEL

Evolving Sofas

Designer: Giovanni Pesce (registred

model)

Feet: Plexiglass

Style: Cosmopolitan Chic

Size (cm): 241 x 99 x H67cm

Version: 2 Seater Max Large

Leather: Art. Elegance 

Color:  2501 White

We reserve the right to make changes in the materials, coatings
and dimensions of the product presented in the technical data
sheet without prior notice due to production requirements. 
The dimensions and volume shown are indicative as they are
subject to the tolerances of production processes.
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SOFA FEATURES AS IN THE ABOVE PHOTO

http://www.mitohome.com/


Evolving Sofas

AVAILABLE VERSIONS

We reserve the right to make changes in the materials, coatings
and dimensions of the product presented in the technical data
sheet without prior notice due to production requirements. 
The dimensions and volume shown are indicative as they are
subject to the tolerances of production processes.



Evolving Sofas

Structure: Solid wood-Multilayer-Fir wood 
Seat padding: High density polyurethane foam covered in heat bonded polyester padding
with plus fabric 
Back padding: Polyurethane foam covered in heat-bonded polyester padding with plus
fabric 
Armrest padding: Polyurethane foam covered in heat-bonded polyester padding with plus
fabric 
Spring system: SR elastic belts with high rubber content

Options:
Removable (seat cushions only) 

 Backrest movement
Bed insertion

Customization: 
Measure variation
Two-tone coating
Contrast stitching 
Decorative cushions
Possibility of coating with
coated buttons or Swarovski

Technical features

Choose the right coating for you :
Leather
Fabric
Microfiber
Eco - Leather

We reserve the right to make changes in the materials, coatings
and dimensions of the product presented in the technical data
sheet without prior notice due to production requirements. 
The dimensions and volume shown are indicative as they are
subject to the tolerances of production processes.
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